CHALLENGE 3:
TAKE A SELFIE WITH A NON-AZHOSA MEMBER AT YOUR FAVORITE WORKSHOP AND SEND IT TO @AZHOSA ON INSTAGRAM.
I N T H I S A R T I C L E ...

1. PINS & EXPO
   Our favorite pin and expo session of the day!
   Edly Montoya

2. WEATHER WITH WOODRUFF
   Tomorrow’s weather forecast (but punny!).
   Hannah Woodruff

3. THINGS TO DO AT THE GAYLORD
   What you can do at the Gaylord during your free time.
   Clarissa Magdaleno

4-5. SPECIAL EVENTS
   Learn about the Hypnosis Show and the Recognition Session.
   Aurora Marshall

6. ANATOMAGE
   HOSA member’s experience with Anatomage!
   Ira Puranik

7. WORKSHOPS
   Workshops that we went to, loved, and recommend!
   Charity Mattingly

8. UNDERREPRESENTED HEALTH CAREERS
   Learn about Space Physicians and what it takes to become one!
   Clarissa Magdaleno

9. SHOPS AROUND DELTA MARKETPLACE
   Need to buy something? Here are all of the shops at the Gaylord!
   Hannah Woodruff

10. MEMBER HIGHLIGHT
    HOSA members we have interacted with and befriended!
    Jairo Flores

11-14. ROUND 2 QUALIFIERS!
   All Arizona HOSA members that made it to round two!
   Meghana Tripuraneni
Pin of the Day

Day 2 has been filled with meeting new members and continuing to pin trade! Today's pin of the day is Canada. Fun fact: Canadian members only receive one trading pin making the Canadian pin rare. It is exciting seeing members from other counties truly display how big HOSA is.

HOSA Expo

The HOSA EXPO is full of so many interactive learning activities. One of them includes toltech which a virtual reality anatomy learning tool. It is a fun way to learn anatomy in a 3-D method. Members can visit the station and wear a VR set and explore anatomy. Definitely go check it out at the HOSA EXPO!
I don't like clouds... they're always throwing shade
THINGS TO DO

Gaylord Edition

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR SOME LATE NIGHT FUN, STOP BY THE ARCADE IN THE GARDEN CONSERVATORY! MAKE SURE TO BRING YOUR GAME FACE AND GOOD LUCK WITH THE CLAW MACHINE!
Want something fun to do on Friday Night?
Go to the...

**HYPNOSIS SHOW!**

June 24th
10 PM - 12 AM
Delta Ballroom A
RECOGNITION SESSION

Come one... come all! Come support HOSA members and advisors as they get recognized for their notable achievements!

FRIDAY, JUNE 24TH
@ 7:30 PM - 10 PM
RYMAN EXHIBIT HALL C
Anatomage Table

- Digital hands on experience to learn anatomy on a virtual 3D cadaver.
- Practice using quizzes and flashcards.
- Anatomical systems included: skeletal, muscular, digestive, respiratory, urinary, cardiovascular, nervous, and more!

- Last Day to Visit: Friday, June 24 from 9:00AM-2:00PM
- Location: HOSA Expo at Ryman Exhibit Hall B6
At this workshop a Bio-Rad specialist spoke on the topic of biotechnology and how viruses are tested. Participants were able to practice with and use a micropipette and go through the process of how labs test COVID-19. Bio-Rad is partnering with HOSA to release an all new competition, Biotechnology which will focus on 8 different skills in Biotechnology. The competition will include a written test and a hands on skill demonstration like micropipetting! This competition gives members an idea of what it is like working in a lab with viruses like COVID! HOSA and Bio-Rad will be rolling out more information about this new competition soon!
Overview
Space Psychologists specialize in helping astronauts overcome obstacles that may occur in their space travel (such as claustrophobia). Their main objective is to make sure that astronauts are mentally stable in order to work. Space Psychologists also provide support to the astronaut's families. These types of psychologists fall under the industrial organizational psychology branch.

Education
1. High School Diploma
2. A Bachelor's degree in Psychology
3. A PhD in Space Psychology
4. (Optional) Clinical Research

Betty Sanders
Betty Sanders is a Space Psychologist who worked with NASA. Her specialty was observing the way humans interact with machines in the workplace. One of her biggest accomplishments was helping fix the Hubble Space Telescope. To learn more watch her full interview here: https://www.careergirls.org/role-model/io-psychologist-0/?v=my-career

"When I worked with the space program I'd love to go to work, every day I would wake up excited..."
Shops Around Delta Marketplace

AMELIA’S

Located across from Delta Marketplace

Amelia’s is a woman’s clothing store decorated in fun jewelry and tons of Vera Bradley Bags. If you’re looking for a store that encapsulates Southern charm, this is it! Highly recommended for those looking for women’s fashion, purses and jewelry.

THE OPRY SHOP

Located on the Delta Walkway

Are you looking for souvenirs? Do you like music? Then this shop is perfect for you! Johnny Cash, Dolly Parton and Elvis Presley litter this store with so much Nashville merch you’ll be leaving with a shirt for your third cousins.

Want to get some HOSA merch? Stop by the HOSA store! Located in the very back of the expo hall. You’ll be able to find everything you can think of, from wireless airpods to blankets with unique HOSA designs on them!
Fun fact: North Carolina HOSA was founded in 1976

Fun Fact: HOSA headquarters is in South Lake, Texas

Arizona HOSA State Officers met with amazing California Members minutes before the opening session!!

Arizona HOSA State Officers also traded pins and had AMAZING conversation with members from Puerto Rico! Welcome to ILC!
Congratulations!

AZ HOSA Members Moving on to round 2 of Competition

Medical Assisting
- Zayan Hasan- Tolleson Union HS- MA
- Allison Lumley- EVIT Post Secondary
- Sarah Harris- Liberty High School
- Briana Fimbres Velasquez- Pima County JTED

Health Career Display
- Andrea Heras- West-MEC NE MA 39341
- Melanie Jimenez Guzman- West-MEC NE MA 39341
- Arpana Sripathi- Sandra Day O'Connor High School
- Darshana Sripathi- Sandra Day O'Connor High School

Veterinary Science
- Christopher Ochoa - West MEC CLG Fleming’s- Veterinary Sciences
- Ava Crawford- EVIT East Vet 2 Tomory AM
- Laurel Anderson- EVIT East Intro to Vet Galt PM

Nursing Assisting
- Carly Johnson- Saguaro High School
- Ximena Trejo Juarez- EVIT NA Morua AM
AZ HOSA Members Moving on to round 2 of Competition

**Forensic Science**
- Mariah Rees - Walden Grove High School
- Kyra Wykes - Walden Grove High School

**Healthy Lifestyle**
- Elena Hernandez - West-MEC NW PTT 39397

**Physical Therapy**
- Jalen Johnson - West-MEC SW PT 39311

**HOSA Bowl**
- West MEC - Southwest
- Campo Verde HS

**Pharmacy Science**
- Shelby Mckeen - EVIT Post Secondary
- Angelina Palmison - EVIT Post Secondary
- Charles Mann - EVIT Pharmacy Tech Erwin AM
- Evamarie De Gregoris - West-Mec Ne PhT 39340
- Emily Waldron - West- Mec Ne PhT 39340

**Medical Spelling**
- Jairo Flores - West-MEC NW MA 39427
Congratulations!

AZ HOSA Members Moving on to Round 2 of Competition

Creative Problem Solving
- Shelby McGregor- Lake Havasu High School
- Kaia Lam- Lake Havasu High School
- Calico Nickel- Lake Havasu High School

Dental Science
- Kevin Martinez- West-MEC Southwest

CERT Skills
- Jessica McRae- Cienega High School
- Bailee Irwin- Cienega High School

Sports Medicine
- Natalie Flores- Cienega High School
- Paige Kingsley- Sandra Day O'Connor High School

Parliamentary Procedure
- West-MEC SW PT 39311
- Douglas High School

EMT
- Hannah Kelter- EVIT EMT Crowley AM
- Genaveve Cheatham- EVIT EMT Crowley AM
- Payton Walden- Canyon Del Oro HS
Congratulations!
AZ HOSA Members Moving on to round 2 of Competition

Public Health
- Timothy Kaczor - West-MEC NW DA 39386
- Skylah Selness-Levario - West-MEC NW DA 39386
- Brooklyn Selness-Levario - West-MEC NW DA 39386

Home Health Aid
- Nicolette Nielson - West-MEC NE MA 39376

CPR/First Aid
- Bayleigh Turner - West-MEC SWC CLG Flemingo’s Veterinary Science
- Madison Little - West-MEC SWC CLG Flemingo’s Veterinary Science
- Macy Nay - Verrado High School
- Antonia Pape - Verrado High School

Biomedical Laboratory Science
- Allyson Huynh - Basha High School